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ABSTRACT
EVALUATION OF DAMAGE EVOLUTION AND MATERIAL BEHAVIOR 
IN SIGMA/Ti-6242 COMPOSITE USING NONDESTRUCTIVE METHODS
Name: Benson, Dianne, M.
University of Dayton, 1995
Thesis Advisor: Dr. Prasanna Karpur
Technical Advisor: Mr. David A. Stubbs
Correlations between damage, as it evolves under simulated service conditions, and 
the results produced from nondestructive evaluation (NDE) techniques are useful in 
establishing successful life prediction methodologies for metal matrix composites. This 
thesis correlates NDE results with the residual tensile strength of a post-fatigue damaged, 
six-ply, unidirectional composite containing BP Sigma-1240 silicon carbide (SiC) fibers in 
a Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo matrix. The usefulness of the following nondestructive evaluation 
techniques are evaluated for defining the state of damage in each fatigue test specimen: (1) 
Scanning Acoustic Microscopy; (2) Oblique Incidence Shear Wave Scanning; (3) Reflector 
Plate Ultrasonic Scanning; (4) Immersion Surface Wave Scanning; (5) In situ Surface and 
Longitudinal Waves; (6) X-ray Radiography; and (7) Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection. All 
baseline and interrupted fatigue specimens are nondestructively evaluated using these 
techniques before mechanical testing. Baseline tension and fatigue data are developed since 
minimal information on this particular metal matrix composite is available. The baseline 
tests define load levels and stopping points for the interrupted fatigue tests. After 
completing the interrupted fatigue tests, the composite specimens are nondestructively 
evaluated again, and residual tension tests are conducted to determine the residual strength.
Scanning electron microscopy and metallography are also used to correlate and verify the
fatigue damage present in the test specimens prior to the residual tension tests. From these 
<
results on the composite studied, the immersion surface wave technique best correlates 
internal damage with the residual tensile strength. This thesis presents the results from 
each of the NDE techniques and examines the correlation among the techniques, other 
destructive methods, and the residual tensile strength.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Continuous fiber metal matrix composites (MMCs) have a multitude of potential 
applications in situations requiring light weight, high stiffness materials possessing high 
temperature capability [Ref. 1]. Some of the potential applications for these materials are 
high performance aerospace vehicles, advanced aircraft engines, missiles, advanced 
supersonic transports, and advanced fighter aircraft [Ref. 2]. Since all of these applications 
involve cyclic loads that can lead to a decrease in load carrying capability, frequent 
inspection and monitoring of these materials for detection and sizing of flaws or other types 
of damage are necessary to ensure structural integrity [Refs. 3,4].
In the past, information regarding the damage mechanisms occurring in a material 
was obtained by observing the macroscopic mechanical response of material specimens 
subjected to forces (static or cyclic), temperatures (static or cyclic), and environments 
(oxidizing gas, turbine engine exhaust, etc.) representative of the target application. 
Typical mechanical responses monitored included changes in stiffness, elongation, and 
residual tensile strength. In addition to the mechanical response, metallographic 
examination of the material, as well as microscopic inspection or photography of the 
specimen surface, were used to reveal oxidation, cracking, or other accumulated damage. 
These traditional methods proved useful for understanding propagation of self-similar 
cracks in both aerospace and automotive structures (monolithic). In addition, information 
gained from inspections can be used to determine how often a component needs to be
1
2inspected to detect growing cracks before they reach a critical size and cause failure of the 
structure as a whole [Ref. 5].
Unfortunately, many of the traditional inspection techniques provide somewhat 
limited information when used for metal matrix composites because of the inhomogeneous, 
anisotropic nature of composites. Damage in the new advanced materials evolves in more 
subtle forms than a dominant crack that can be quantified primarily through measurements 
made on the surface of the material. In some tests, a dominant crack is observed on the 
surface of the composite, but distributed damage can also strongly influence the life of the 
composite [Refs. 6-12]. A crack can be bridged either by fibers or ductile material which at 
elevated temperatures can be degraded by environmental attack [Refs. 13,14], In addition, 
fibers fail within the material, microcracks form in the matrix [Refs. 15,16], and 
matrix/fiber debonding occurs. Since these forms of damage are not readily observable or 
measurable, obtaining information from bulk averaged measurements and other commonly 
used techniques for established materials is extremely difficult.
Existing nondestructive evaluation techniques need to be evaluated and new 
experimental capabilities need to be developed to inspect metal matrix composites and to 
provide quantitative data because the quantitative data are essential for developing 
methodologies in life prediction studies [Refs. 2,9,17]. A review of the literature revealed 
only a few studies that quantitatively assessed the residual strength of metal matrix 
composites after expending a certain percentage of the proposed fatigue life [Ref. 18, 19].
1.2 Objectives
The main objectives of this study were: (1) to evaluate the evolution of isothermal 
fatigue damage in a Sigma/Ti-6242 composite using nondestructive evaluation techniques, 
(2) to correlate this information with the residual strength of the material, and (3) to 
understand the damage mechanisms involved in producing NDE indications.
31.3 Methodology & Test Plan
1.3.1 Feasibility of Nondestructive Techniques for Evaluating Damage Evolution
All as-received composite specimens were initially evaluated using the following 
nondestructive methods to assess the condition of the material: Scanning Acoustic 
Microscopy, Oblique Incidence Shear Waves, Reflector Plate Ultrasonic Scanning, 
Immersion Surface Waves, and X-ray Radiography. Baseline tension and fatigue curves 
were generated to aid in the selection of appropriate load levels and interruption points for 
subsequent isothermal fatigue tests. Interrupted isothermal fatigue tests were then 
conducted to produce varying degrees of damage in the specimens.
The maximum applied tensile stress for all interrupted fatigue tests was 65% of the 
ultimate tensile stress at the corresponding temperature. This stress level was chosen to 
yield a fatigue life that did not exceed 10 days due to time constraints. All tests were 
tension-tension fatigue, run in load-control with a triangular waveform at a stress ratio of 
0.1 and at a frequency of 0.01 Hz. Specimens were tested at two temperatures: 21 °C and 
500°C. Baseline curves, changes in modulus, and in situ surface wave data were all used 
in the selection of appropriate interruption points for each specimen. The in situ surface 
wave technique was used to monitor progressive damage throughout the room temperature 
tests [Ref. 21]. Some of the room temperature specimens were interrupted during testing, 
ultrasonically C-scanned in immersion tanks, and then reinstalled in the fatigue fixture for 
additional cycling if minimal damage was evident.
One isothermal fatigue test was conducted at room temperature to monitor 
longitudinal waves traveling the length of the specimen. A horizontal, servo-hydraulic test 
frame with specially machined grips for placement of the contact transducers at the ends of 
the specimen was used. This test was tension-tension fatigue, run in load-control with a 
triangular waveform at a stress ratio of 0.1 and a frequency of 1 Hz. As with the 
interrupted fatigue tests, the maximum applied tensile stress was 65% of the ultimate tensile 
strength.
4Nondestructive evaluation of the interrupted specimens was performed to 
characterize damage such as matrix cracking, fiber bridging, or cracked fibers. In addition 
to the methods previously mentioned, the velocities of shear and • longitudinal waves 
traveling through the specimen in the [0] direction were measured. This information was 
used to calculate the theoretical modulus of the specimen using the following equation:
where p = density, ct = shear velocity, and c, = longitudinal velocity. Longitudinal and
shear wave transducers with a nominal frequency of 1 MHz were used to make these 
measurements. The corresponding wavelengths of the resulting longitudinal and shear 
waves are approximately 6.65 mm and 3.67 mm, respectively.
1.3.2 Correlating Observed Damage With Residual Tensile Strength
Following the nondestructive evaluation of the test specimens, tension tests were 
conducted to determine residual strength. All tests were run in load control at a rate of 10 
MPa/sec at room temperature. The residual strength, modulus, and crack location were 
recorded and compared with the results of the nondestructive evaluations.
1.3.3 Understanding Damage Mechanisms
After the residual tension tests, scanning electron microscopy, metallography, and 
other destructive methods were used to verify and characterize damage detected during 
nondestructive evaluation. Scanning electron microscopy was used to examine the fracture 
surfaces of the interrupted specimens for evidence of fatigue damage. The presence or 
absence of damage was noted and compared with the findings of nondestructive evaluation.
5Metallography of cracked regions and SEM examination of the fracture surfaces of baseline 
specimens were used to develop possible failure scenarios.
CHAPTER II
ULTRASONIC NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
2.1 Introduction
Nondestructive evaluation methods can be used to evaluate the integrity of a 
material without compromising its mechanical properties. The size, shape, orientation, and 
location of defects in a material can often be determined and characterized using these 
methods. NDE has applications in many areas including materials research, medicine, 
aerospace/aircraft, and manufacturing. Each NDE method has its own advantages and 
disadvantages in detecting certain forms of damage. Some nondestructive methods, such 
as reflection plate inspection, have been used in the past to screen out defective and 
improperly made test samples before conducting material behavior studies; this reduces data 
scatter due to manufacturing defects. Other techniques, such as scanning acoustic 
microscopy (SAM), are very sensitive to changes in material density and elastic modulus. 
X-ray radiography is also extremely sensitive to variations in density. In general, 
nondestructive methods have been used to identify or characterize delaminations, 
fiber/matrix debonds, matrix cracking, density variations, bunched fibers, broken fibers, 
voids, and fiber orientation in composites.
Since the capabilities of each NDE method differ, some techniques are better suited 
than others in characterizing specific forms of damage. Since the failure mechanisms 
associated with the SigmaTTi-6242 composite were unknown at the start of this project, a 
variety of NDE techniques were used to evaluate the composite panels. Prior to and 
following an interrupted test, one or more of the following techniques was used: (1) 
Scanning Acoustic Microscopy; (2) Oblique Incidence Shear Wave Scanning (50 MHz);
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7(3) Reflector Plate Ultrasonic Scanning; (4) Immersion Surface Waves (10 MHz); (5) In 
situ Surface and Longitudinal Waves; (6) X-ray Radiography; and (7) Fluorescent 
Penetrant Inspection. Each of these methods is described in greater detail in the following 
sections.
2.2 Nondestructive Evaluation Techniques
2.2.1 Reflector Plate Ultrasonic Scanning
This technique is similar to a conventional through-transmission ultrasonic scanning
but uses a reflector plate instead of a receiving transducer. During scanning of the test 
specimen, ultrasonic waves pass through a test specimen to a glass “reflector plate” beneath 
the specimen. The waves reflect off the plate and then travel through the specimen a 
second time before returning to the transducer as shown in Figure 1. The transducer is 
scanned in a raster pattern acquiring data at regularly spaced X,Y locations. The 
amplitudes of the gated, reflected signals are plotted as a function of X and Y locations to 
produce a C-scan. This technique has been used to screen out defective and improperly 
made test samples prior to material behavior studies, thus reducing data scatter due to 
manufacturing defects. Since this technique is sensitive to changes in material density and 
elastic modulus [Ref. 20], reflection plate inspection has also been used in identifying 
damage produced during cyclic loading [Ref. 21].
FOCUSED TRANSDUCER
Figure 1: Experimental setup for reflector plate ultrasonic scanning.
2.2.2 Ultrasonic Surface Waves
Surface wave (or Rayleigh wave) techniques provide a useful, nondestructive 
evaluation of near-surface material damage. Surface waves penetrate the surface of a 
material to a depth of approximately one wavelength and are extremely sensitive to the 
presence of small surface or subsurface cracks. Attenuation of the surface wave is 
dependent upon the amount of scattering caused by material grains, cracks, other surface 
anomalies, as well as absorption by the material. The change in attenuation and velocity of 
surface waves can be used as a good indication of possible changes in the surface and 
subsurface areas of the material due to cracking and property gradients [Ref. 22-24].
Immersion pulse-echo ultrasonic inspection using surface waves was used during 
this research effort to produce C-scan type images of the specimens (Refer to Figure 2). 
This method produces surface wave propagation at the composite surface through mode 
conversion of the incident longitudinal energy at the water/composite interface. As the 
surface waves propagate in the material, some of the ultrasonic energy ‘leaks’ into the
9surrounding water as longitudinal waves. This energy is directed away from the 
transducer. In a flawed specimen, defects cause ultrasonic energy to be reflected back 
towards the transducer which also acts as a receiver. Hence, the defects correspond to high 
amplitude regions in a typical immersion surface wave C-scan.
Transducer
Leaky
Waves
Water
Transducer
Specimen
Reflected
Ultrasonic
Energy
Defect
Figure 2: Immersion pulse-echo ultrasonic inspection uses surface waves to detect 
surface and subsurface defects, a.) Unflawed specimen, b.) Flawed specimen.
In situ contact surface waves were also used, as proposed by MacLellan [Ref. 21], 
to monitor progressive damage as depicted in Figure 3. Unlike the immersion method, this 
technique can be used while the specimen is in a mechanical test frame since mode 
conversion wedges, as opposed to water, are used to produce surface wave propagation in 
the composite. Two transducers are necessary for the in situ pitch-catch technique; one 
acts as a transmitter, and the other acts as a receiver. Since defects modulate the ultrasonic 
energy passing along the surface of the composite specimen, a decrease in the amplitude of
Figure 3: In situ pitch-catch technique using surface waves.
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2.2.3 Scanning Acoustic Microscopy (SAM)
Ultrasonic scanning acoustic microscopy (SAM) is a nondestructive method used
for quantifying material elastic properties, detecting surface and subsurface crack initiation 
and growth, and assessing fiber-matrix interfacial damage [Ref. 25]. Acoustic microscopy 
uses an ultrasonic beam that has a focal spot size that is smaller than the fibers allowing for 
evaluation of microscopic and macroscopic variations. The scanning acoustic microscope 
depicted in Figure 4 was developed by Quate, et al. [Ref. 26] for the nondestructive 
evaluation of integrated circuits [Ref. 27] and has been extensively studied by Briggs and 
coworkers [Ref. 28, 29].
Transducer and Lens
Solid Virtual Focal Point 
Material
Figure 4. Schematic of Scanning Acoustic Microscope showing the various waves that 
can be generated [Ref. 5].
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Several forms of ultrasonic energy are generated in the material through mode 
conversion of the incident longitudinal energy at the water/composite interface. Rayleigh 
wave propagation at the surface of the composite results in leakage of some of the 
ultrasonic energy into the water as “leaky”, longitudinal waves. Since leaky Rayleigh 
waves are very sensitive to local mechanical properties of the materials under study, 
imaging of even subtle changes of the mechanical properties is possible. The SAM can be 
used to understand the flaw initiation and growth mechanisms at both the surface as well as 
the subsurface depths when the transducer is suitably defocused. Defocusing involves 
decreasing the distance between the specimen surface and the transducer in order to modify 
the window of ultrasonic energy that is generated and recorded. In general, delaminations, 
fiber/matrix debonds, matrix cracking, bunched fibers, broken fibers, voids, and fiber 
orientation can be detected and verified using this technique [Ref. 5, 30]. Materials studies 
that have successfully used this technique are described in greater detail in References 31 
through 34.
2.2.4 Oblique Incidence Shear Waves
Oblique incidence shear wave scanning can be used to characterize the fiber-matrix 
bond rigidity and load transfer efficiency in composites [Ref. 27, 35]. This method 
produces shear wave propagation in the composite through mode conversion of the incident 
longitudinal energy at the water/composite interface. The use of this particular method has 
some advantages compared to methods relying on longitudinal wave propagation alone. 
First of all, resolution capabilities are enhanced since the shear wave velocity is lower than 
the longitudinal wave velocity for a given frequency. Secondly, a shear wave incident on 
the interface between the matrix and the fiber applies stresses that are tangential to the fiber 
circumference. The direction of oscillation of the material particles is perpendicular to the 
direction of wave propagation as shown in Figure 5. Oblique incidence shear wave 
scanning was included in this study since this method has been used in monitoring the
12
deterioration of the fiber-matrix interface due to elevated temperature tests [Ref. 5]. In 
addition, fiber alignment and porosity levels in a composite have been successfully 
evaluated using this method [Ref. 36].
Figure 5. Schematic showing a shear wave incident on a fiber in a composite during 
nondestructive evaluation using oblique incidence shear wave technique [Ref. 5].
2.2.5 X-ray Radiography
X-ray radiography is based on the differential absorption of penetrating 
electromagnetic radiation. Unabsorbed X-rays passing through the part produce an image 
correlating to variations in thickness or density and are recorded on photographic film. In 
general, radiography can detect only features that have an appreciable thickness in a 
direction parallel to the radiation beam. The ability to detect planar discontinuities such as 
cracks depends on proper orientation of the part to obtain the optimum X-ray absorption 
differences. An advantage of radiography is the ability to detect flaws located well below 
the surface of the part [Ref. 37]. X-ray radiography was selected for its capability to image 
fiber alignment and material abnormalities oriented perpendicular to the material surface as
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well as its potential in detecting cracks oriented parallel to the X-ray beam. X-ray 
*
radiography has been used successfully to detect fiber swimming and misalignment in 
MMCs [21],
2.2.6 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection (FPI)
Fluorescent penetrant inspection is commonly used to detect cracks that are open to
the surface. A liquid containing a fluorescent dye is used to penetrate openings and cavities 
at the surface of the specimen. Excess penetrant is then removed, and a developing agent is 
applied over the surface. The developer acts as a blotter to enhance the natural seepage of 
the penetrant out of cracks and to spread the penetrant at the edges. After the penetrant has 
been developed, the part is examined visually for flaws in ultraviolet (black) light. The 
major limitation of this method is that it can only detect cracks that are open at the surface. 
When used in conjunction with immersion surface wave scanning, this technique is useful 
in classifying surface and subsurface crack indications.
CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT & PROCEDURES
3.1 Materials
The material system evaluated during this study is a six-ply, unidirectional 
composite containing BP Sigma SM-1240 silicon carbide fibers in a Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo 
matrix. It was manufactured by Howmet1. The composite was reported by Howmet to 
have a monotape fiber volume percentage of 30.4%, and measurements made during this 
study revealed a composite volume fraction of 24.5 ± 0.2%. Fiber density approximations 
were made by calculating the total area of fibers in a metallographic cross-section by 
counting the number of fibers and assuming a fiber diameter of 104 pm. This number was 
then divided by the cross-sectional area to obtain the fiber volume fraction. Sigma SMI240 
is a C/TiB2 coated SiC fiber produced by BP Metal Composites Ltd2. The SiC is chemical 
vapor deposited onto a tungsten filament substrate. The fiber has a nominal diameter of 
100 microns (0.004 inch), and the duplex protective coating is approximately two microns 
thick. Due to the poor thermal shock resistance of the outer TiB2 coating, which causes 
fiber degradation during composite manufacture, Howmet developed a protective coating 
for the fiber to reduce this problem. This coating was applied by Composites Inc.3 [Ref. 
38]. The matrix material, Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo, is described as a near-a a + p alloy that 
has good mechanical heat resistance [Ref. 39].
1 Howmet Corporation, Operhall Research Center, Whitehall, Michigan.
2 BP Metal Composites, Ltd., Farnborough, England.
3 Composites Inc., Manchester, Connecticut.
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The composite was produced by plasma melting the titanium alloy powder to 
deposit the matrix material around a fiber array precision wrapped on a mandrel. Monotape 
lay-ups were subsequently produced by cutting and arranging the fiber-reinforced 
"monotapes" as illustrated in Figure 6. Multilayered fiber-reinforced composite panels 
were produced by hot consolidation of monotape lay-ups using hot isostatic pressing. This 
method reportedly offers the advantage of improved fiber spacing control over conventional 
methods of TMC (titanium matrix composites) fabrication [Ref. 38]. The composite panels 
received no post-production heat treatments.
Figure 6. Arrangement of monotapes during fabrication of composite.
Specimens were cut from the consolidated, unidirectional plate by abrasive water jet 
into dog-bone shaped, test specimens (Figure 7). All specimens were mechanically tested 
with the load applied in the longitudinal, or fiber, direction.
2
12 mm
4
Figure 7: Schematic showing dimensions of test specimens used in this study.
Fiber direction ------------------------ ><
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3.2 Mechanical Test Equipment
3.2.1 Test Frame, Computer Controller, and Extensometry
Isothermal fatigue tests were conducted on a horizontal test frame incorporating a
pneumatic ram for load control. The test system was positioned horizontally to improve 
temperature control and to allow for proper extensometry mounting. A 25 kN load cell was 
used, and loads were controlled to within 0.1 kN. Specimens were positioned horizontally 
in precisely-aligned, hydraulically-actuated, rigid grips [Ref. 40-42] (Figure 8). Gripping 
pressure was approximately 60 MPa. A symmetric, triangular load cycle at a frequency of 
0.01 Hz was generated by a personal computer using control software developed by the 
University of Dayton called MATE (MAterials Testing and Environment) [Ref. 43]. Axial 
strain was acquired throughout the tests, using MATE, with a 12.7 mm gage length, high 
temperature, MTS extensometer containing quartz extension rods.
Figure 8: Rigid grip test system for testing metal matrix composites [Ref. 41].
3.2.2 Temperature Control
For the 500° C fatigue tests, the specimens were heated using radiant energy, quartz 
lamp, heaters. Two heating units were used, each containing four tungsten filament quartz 
lamps. One heater was positioned above the top surface of the specimen and the other
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placed below, and each lamp was paired with another to form four controllable heating 
zones. A uniform temperature profile (± 3°C) was maintained throughout a 25 mm region 
centered along the length of the specimen. The quartz lamps outputs were controlled by 
commercial four-zone, digital, temperature controllers. Four type K thermocouples welded 
to the top and bottom surfaces of the specimen were used for temperature sensing. A more 
detailed description is provided by Hartman and coworkers [Ref. 40-42]. This heating 
system produced a temperature of 500 ± 3°C in the specimen gage section for the duration 
of the tests.
3.3 Fatigue Testing Procedure
A brief description of fatigue testing procedure is given to acquaint the reader with 
the methods used during this study. The extensometer is initially examined for evidence of 
damage at the tips of the quartz rods. If chipping exists, new rods are installed into the 
extensometer, and the apparatus is then calibrated. The width and thickness of the test 
specimen are then measured using a micrometer. The center of the specimen is marked on 
the top and bottom surfaces to facilitate alignment and thermocouple placement during 
testing. Two additional marks are made on the top surface positioned 12.7 mm from the 
center mark along the centerline of the specimen. Two lines perpendicular to the 
longitudinal centerline are also drawn approximately 19 mm from the ends of the specimen 
to aid alignment.
Nickel-base superalloy inserts, selected according to the specimen’s thickness, are 
placed into the grips. The yokes, grips, and lamps are aligned, if necessary. The specimen 
is inserted into the grips and aligned longitudinally using the lines previously drawn at the 
ends of the sample. A depth gage is subsequently used to align the specimen transversely 
along the centerline of the test frame. A pressure of approximately 60 MPa applied to the 
grip yokes by a hydraulic system is used to secure the specimen in place. For high
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temperature tests, thermocouple wires are then connected to the appropriate zone on the
specimen using a small tack welding unit.
<
The extensometer is mounted on the specimen to measure displacement. The lamps 
are adjusted so they are relatively close and equally distant from the specimen. Cooling air 
and water are turned on for cooling of the grips and lamp housings. The lamps are 
subsequently turned on during high temperature testing, and adjustments are made to 
obtain a uniform temperature profile in all zones.
The mechanical test parameters are then interactively entered into the appropriate 
MATE control software on the computer. MATE allows the user to specify a data 
acquisition (DAC) interval to acquire load and displacement data. The load-displacement 
data are then used to calculate the elastic modulus throughout the test. The DAC interval 
used during most of the tests was 40 cycles.
3.4 Nondestructive Evaluation Equipment
3.4.1 Immersion Ultrasonic Equipment
The ultrasonic data acquisition and imaging system used for reflection plate 
inspection and immersion surface wave scanning consisted of a five-axis mechanical 
scanning system with 0.025 mm resolution, broadband (30 MHz) ultrasonic spike 
pulser/receiver, and a 100 MHz, 8 bit signal digitizer. Data acquisition and imaging were 
controlled by a computer with custom software. Information about the transducers used 
during the scans are listed in Table I. The glass plate used during reflection plate inspection 
was 18 mm thick.
The ultrasonic data acquisition and imaging system used for oblique incidence shear 
wave scanning and acoustic microscopy also consisted of a five-axis mechanical scanning 
system with 0.025 mm resolution. However, the broadband pulser/receiver used had a 
wider bandwidth (0.5 to 150 MHz) and a shorter pulse necessary for high frequency 
scanning. In addition, a 2 GHz, 8 bit digitizer was used. As mentioned previously, data
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acquisition and imaging were controlled by a digital computer with custom software. 
Information about the high frequency transducers used during the scans are also listed in 
Table I.
Table I: Transducer Information.
Scan Type Transducer
Frequency
(MHz)
Diameter
(mm)
Focal Length 
(mm)
Theoretical 
-6dB Focal Spot 
Size (mm)
Immersion Surface
Wave
10 12.7 76.2 0.92
Reflection Plate 25 6.35 50.8 0.49
Oblique Incidence 
Shear Wave
50 6.35 12.7 0.062
Acoustic
Microscopy
100 6.35 5.08 0.012
3.4.2 In situ Ultrasonic Equipment
Equipment used to generate, receive, and digitize ultrasonic signals during in situ 
ultrasonic testing consisted of a broadband (35 MHz) ultrasonic spike pulser/receiver and a 
personal computer equipped with a 100 MHz, 8-bit resolution data acquisition board for 
digitization of the ultrasonic signal [Ref. 21]. Surface wave transducers and mode 
conversion wedges were necessary for in situ surface wave monitoring (Figure 9a), and in 
situ longitudinal wave testing required a fatigue test frame with grips machined specially 
for placement of the ultrasonic transducers at the ends of the specimens (Figure 9b). 
Broadband contact transducers possessing a center frequency of 10 MHz were used for 
both in situ surface wave and longitudinal wave monitoring. Mode conversion wedges 
were specially manufactured by Panametrics4 to produce surface waves in titanium matrix 
composites. The primary couplant used to provide good acoustic coupling during testing 
was Vaseline Petroleum Jelly. It was used because its viscous nature prevents significant 
evaporation of the couplant over time intervals of 100 hours or more. An alternate
4 Panametrics, Waltham, Massachusetts.
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couplant, THERMOSONIC®, a high temperature (0-500°F) couplant manufactured by 
Echo Ultrasound5, was used during in situ longitudinal wave characterization. All in situ 
tests were conducted at room temperature.
(b)
Figure 9: Schematics showing experimental setup for (a) in situ surface wave ultrasonic 
testing and (b) in situ longitudinal wave testing.
5 Echo Ultrasound, Reedsville, Pennsylvania.
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3.4.3 X-ray Radiography
A standard film-based X-ray system was used to make the X-ray radiographs. 
Typical energies were 60 to 80 KeV with 5 mA current. Exposure times ranges from 30 to 
60 seconds, and high resolution film was used. The system was set up to give 1:1 
specimen-size-to-image-size exposures. Previous work showed that this system could 
image individual fibers in MMCs [21].
3.5 Ultrasonic Testing Procedures
3.5.1 Immersion Ultrasonic Scanning
Typical immersion ultrasonic scanning parameters used during this study are listed 
in Table II. Two methods, reflector plate and surface wave scanning, included calibration 
procedures prior to scanning. The other two methods used, scanning acoustic microscopy 
and oblique incidence shear wave scanning, involved such high frequencies that the 
development of a consistent and reliable method for calibration proved to be extremely 
difficult.
Table II: Approximate parameters used during immersion ultrasonic scanning.
Pulser Receiver Transducer
SCAN TYPE REP RATE ENERGY DAMPING FILTERS* ATTEN GAIN
(dB)
ANGLE DEFOCUS
(mm)
STEP SIZE 
(mm)
REFLECTOR
PLATE
8 2 7 2HP
70LP
2/3** 20 - - 0.076
IMMERSION
SURFACE
WAVE
7 1 9.1 2HP
10.7LP
26(-12)*** 20 29° - 19.05 0.051
OBLIQUE
INCIDENCE
5K 1 0 5HP
70LP
75LP
18 20 18° - 7.62 0.025
ACOUSTIC
MICROSCOPY
5K 1 0 5HP
50HP
12 20 - - 0.61 0.025
*LP = Low Pass Filter, HP = High Pass Filter
** 2/3 = intemal/extemal
*** Attenuation is 26 dB during calibration and 14 dB (or 26-12) during actual scanning of specimen.
A stepped Ti-6-4 calibration block was used during reflector plate scanning as 
illustrated in Figure 10. The step possessing a thickness comparable to that of the 
specimen was selected for scanning. The maximum peak-to-peak amplitude of the reflector
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plate signal passing through the calibration block was gated, and adjustments were made to 
the attenuation, gain, and damping to obtain an amplitude that was 90% of the digitizer’s 
full scale. A 3 mm diameter tungsten disk was placed on the step during scanning to 
simulate a large defect to assess lateral resolution. After the calibration block was scanned, 
the specimen was scanned under the same parameters and settings. Calibration ensured 
consistency from one scan to the next and between different scanning systems.
Figure 10: Calibration block used during reflector plate scanning.
The calibration block used for immersion surface wave scanning consisted of a 
Sigma/Ti-6242 composite piece metallographically polished at one end as shown in Figure 
11. During the calibration scan, the transducer was oriented to produce surface waves that 
propagated towards the polished end. The polished edge, which simulated a defect, 
reflected the ultrasonic energy in a direction towards the transducer. The maximum peak- 
to-peak amplitude of the received signal was gated, and adjustments were made to the 
attenuation, gain, and damping to acquire an amplitude that was 90% of the digitizer's full 
scale. After the calibration scan was completed, the attenuation was reduced by 12 dB 
prior to scanning the test specimens. The attenuation was reduced to improve detection 
sensitivity.
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14 mm
CALIBRATION BLOCK
Figure 11: Calibration block used during immersion surface wave scanning.
3.5.2 In situ Ultrasonic Testing Procedure
One of the in situ ultrasonic methods utilized during this study is a pitch-catch 
method using ultrasonic surface waves. This method involved placing a surface wave 
transducer on the surface at one end of the specimen, exciting a surface wave down the 
entire length, and receiving the signal with a similar transducer (matched pair) at the 
opposite end.
The set up procedure for this test involved attachment of the transducers to the 
specimens, adjustment of the wedges to maximize the signal, and acquisition of ultrasonic 
data during fatigue testing. Couplant was first applied to the face of the transducers, and 
then the transducers were screwed into the face plate of the wedges. Couplant was also 
applied to the bottom surface of the wedges prior to their attachment to the composite 
specimen via constant force clamps. Once the transducers were in position, the signal 
response was viewed on an oscilloscope. The orientation of each wedge was adjusted by 
moving it slightly from side to side to maximize the amplitude of the received ultrasonic 
signal [22].
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Once the wedges were positioned properly, the ultrasonic response was recorded 
with no load on the specimen. The fatigue test was then started. After a predetermined 
number of cycles, the test was put on hold at the minimum load (R=0.1), and the ultrasonic 
signal was acquired and recorded once again. The process continued until interruption or 
failure occurred. Data were typically taken every 50 to 100 cycles throughout the test. 
Some tests lasted up to 10 days or more; data were not acquired during the evening hours 
since continual fatigue testing was necessary and automated data acquisition for in situ 
testing was not yet available. Once fatigue testing was completed, the stored ultrasonic 
signals were analyzed, and the maximum amplitude of each stored signal was measured 
and recorded. Typical ultrasonic signals recorded for specimen 94-032 prior to fatigue and 
after 955 cycles are displayed in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Typical pitch-catch ultrasonic wave reception utilizing surface waves.
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A similar procedure was followed during in situ longitudinal wave monitoring. 
After couplant was applied to the face of the transducer, it was placed in the cavity of the 
specially machined grips and positioned so that the face of the transducer pressed against 
the flat edge of the test specimen. A metal spring placed behind the transducer was used to 
apply constant pressure and prevent the transducer from slipping. Small, flat plates were 
placed beneath the transducer to position it, so that its face was perpendicular to the edge of 
the specimen throughout the entire test. Once both transducers were positioned properly, 
the ultrasonic response was recorded with no load on the specimen. The fatigue test was 
then started. After a predetermined number of cycles, the test was put on hold at the 
minimum load (R=0.1), and the ultrasonic signal was acquired and recorded once again. 
The process continued until interruption or failure occurred. Data were typically taken 
every 50 to 100 cycles throughout the test. Once fatigue testing was completed, the stored 
ultrasonic signals were analyzed, and the maximum amplitude of each stored signal was 
measured and recorded. Typical ultrasonic signals recorded for specimen 94-046 prior to 
fatigue and after 8471 cycles are displayed in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Typical pitch-catch ultrasonic wave reception utilizing longitudinal waves
CHAPTER IV
INITIAL CHARACTERIZATION OF SIGMA/Ti-6242 COMPOSITE
A complete analysis of the Sigma/Ti-6242 composite system was conducted to 
assess the as-received condition of the material. Nondestructive evaluation, metallography, 
and baseline mechanical tests were conducted prior to isothermal fatigue tests.
4.1 Nondestructive Evaluation
4.1.1 Reflector Plate Ultrasonic Scanning
Atypical reflector plate C-scan of an as-received specimen is shown in Figure 14. 
The scan was calibrated such that an amplitude of 90% full scale (white in these C-scans) in 
the color coded scales represents the level of ultrasonic transmission in the Ti-6-4 
calibration specimen of similar thickness. Regions of attenuation of the ultrasound oriented 
perpendicular to the specimen axis are not typically seen in unidirectional MMCs but were 
evident in all the as-received specimens. These regions are possibly associated with the 
plasma spraying operation during panel fabrication.
Figure 14: Reflector plate C-scan of specimen 94-032 prior to testing. Regions scanned 
are indicated in the illustration.
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4.1.2 Immersion Surface Waves
An immersion surface wave scan of a typical as-received specimen is shown in 
Figure 15. The scan was calibrated such that the full scale amplitudes (red in these C- 
scans) in the color coded scales represent the level of reflection from the polished edge of 
the Sigma/Ti-6242 composite calibration sample. Attenuation was reduced by 12 dB prior 
to scanning of the actual specimens to ensure detection of cracks. None of the as-received 
specimens showed evidence of significant surface or subsurface damage prior to testing.
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Figure 15: Immersion surface wave scan of specimen 94-028 prior to testing. Regions 
scanned are indicated in the illustration.
4.1.3 Scanning Acoustic Microscopy
The 100 MHz transducer used during this study produced Rayleigh waves that 
penetrated the composite to a depth of approximately 0.03 mm; however, the outer layer of 
matrix material for this composite measured 0.16 mm. Since the imaging of fibers was 
desirable, longitudinal waves produced by the acoustic microscope were monitored instead. 
Fiber alignment of the outer plies was successfully evaluated using this method as shown 
in Figure 16. Examination of the pre-scans revealed some fiber bunching in all as-received 
specimens.
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Figure 16: Scanning acoustic microscopy C-scan of specimen 94-039 prior to testing. 
Regions scanned are indicated in the illustration.
4.1.4 Oblique Incidence Shear Waves
Figure 17 displays an oblique incidence shear wave C-scan of an as-received 
specimen. This technique was somewhat successful in evaluating fiber alignment; however 
details of fiber displacement were far less apparent than those obtained with acoustic 
microscopy. Possible reasons for this difference are discussed in Chapter V.
Figure 17: Oblique incidence shear wave C-scan of specimen 94-032 prior to testing. 
Regions scanned are indicated in the illustration.
SPECIMEN ID
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4.1.5 X-ray Radiography
Figure 18 contains a radiograph of specimen 94-030 which was found to contain a 
displaced fiber as indicated by an arrow. This was the only specimen found to contain a 
displaced fiber of this nature. Acoustic microscopy and oblique incidence shear wave 
techniques were unsuccessful in detecting this fiber since it was located in one of the inner 
plies. In the radiograph, attenuation of the X-rays is seen as light areas and relatively less 
attenuation is shown as darker areas. Individual fibers can be identified in the radiographs; 
however, it is not possible to differentiate the fibers in one 0° ply from another 0° ply. 
Localized regions of low fiber density as well as undulating fibers were detected in all the 
as-received specimens.
Figure 18: Radiograph of specimen 94-030 which contains a displaced fiber as 
indicated by an arrow.
4.1.6 Summary
Nondestructive evaluation of the as-received specimens revealed little, if any, 
evidence of damage in the as-received specimens. However, fiber displacement and 
localized regions of fiber bunching along the width of the specimens were detected using 
these methods. Table III summarizes the nondestructive evaluations performed on each of 
the specimens used in this study. Nondestructive evaluation results are displayed in 
Appendix A for all the specimens in the as-received condition.
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Table III: Summary of NDE Performed on Specimens
SPEC
IMEN
ID
NDE PRIOR TO 
TEST
NDE AFTER FATIGUE 
TEST
IN
SIT
SW
IN
SIT
LW
SV
&
LV
X-
RA
Y
RP SW OI AM X-
RA
Y
RP SW OI AM FPI
94-003 7 7
94-004
94-005 a/
94-006 a/
94-007 a/
94-008 a/ a/ aJ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/
94-026 a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/
94-027 a/ 7 a/ a/ a/ a/
94-028 a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ .a/ a/ 7 a/ 7 7 a/
94-029 a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/
94-030 a/ a/ a/ a) a/ 7
94-031 a) a/ 7 a/ a/ a/
94-032 a/ aJ a/ 7 7 7 V a/ 7 a/ aJ a/ a/
94-033 a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/
94-034 a/ a/
94-035 a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/
94-036 a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/
94-037 a/ a) 7
94-038 a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ aJ a/
94-039 a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ A? 7 aJ
94-040 a/ a/ a/ a/
94-041 a/ 7 a/ a/ a/ a/
94-042 a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ 7 a/ a/ a/ a/ a/
94-043 V a/ a/
94-044 7 a/ a/ 7 a/ 7 a/ a/ a/ 7 a/ a/
94-045 a/ 7 7' a/ 7 aJ a/ 7 a/ a/ 7
94-046 a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a) a/ a/ a/ a/
94-047 a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ 7 7
94-048 a/ a/ a/ a/
RP: Reflector Plate Inspection X-RAY: X-ray radiography
SW: Immersion Surface Wave Scan FPI: Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection
OI: Oblique Incidence Shear Wave Scan IN SITU SW: In situ Surface Wave
AM: Acoustic Microscopy IN SITU LW: In situ Longitudinal Wave
SV & LV: Shear and Longitudinal Wave Velocity Measurements in [0] direction
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4.2 Metallographic Analysis
A typical cross-section of the Sigma/Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo composite used during 
this study is displayed in Figure 19. Fiber spacing is relatively good when compared to 
other composites; however, some fiber bunching is evident in the composite as detected by 
nondestructive evaluation. The microstructure is characterized by an equiaxed a+B 
structure with lamellar regions distributed throughout the composite as shown in Figure 20. 
The lamellar regions are most likely the result of non-uniform cooling rates during the 
plasma spraying operation. In general, the equiaxed structure is a desirable microstructure 
for fatigue crack initiation resistance; whereas, the lamellar structure is beneficial for fatigue 
crack propagation resistance [45].
Oxide inclusions measuring up to 200 pm in length were detected throughout the 
material (See Figure 21). Electrodispersive Spectroanalysis (EDS) of the inclusions 
revealed high quantities of molybdenum and silicon suggesting that the source of these 
inclusions may be the molybdenum backing foil used during panel fabrication. Fiber 
inclusions located between the silicon carbide fiber and the outer coatings were also 
detected during examination of metallographic cross-sections as shown in Figure 22. EDS 
analysis of this inclusion revealed the presence of aluminum, silicon, zirconium, and 
molybdenum. The mercury seals in the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) coating apparatus 
are possible sources of contamination.
Figure 19. Typical cross-section of Sigma/Ti-6242 composite used during this study.
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d.c.
Figure 20. Metallographic cross-sections showing microstructure characterized by an 
equiaxed a+B structure with lamellar regions distributed throughout the composite.
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Figure 21: Oxide inclusions detected in plasma sprayed Sigma/Ti-6242 composite.
Figure 22: Fiber inclusion between the silicon carbide fiber and the outer coatings.
4.3 Baseline Material Properties
Since the literature contains minimal information on the Sigma/Ti-6242 composite 
system, baseline tension and fatigue data were generated. Two tension tests were 
conducted at room temperature, and two at 500°C. This temperature was chosen since it 
represents the upper limit at which Ti-6242 is typically used [Ref. 40]. The tests were run 
in load control at a rate of 10 MPa/s. The results of the tension tests are given in Table IV.
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The rule of mixture (ROM) values for the room temperature tests given in Table IV for 
modulus and ultimate tensile strength were determined from the equations:
Ec<»p = vfEf + vmEm (2)
and
ault, comp = Vf ^ult,f+Vm ^ult.m (3)
where f = fiber, m = matrix, comp = composite, vf and vm are the fiber and matrix volume 
fraction and vf + vm = 1. Fiber properties measured by Howmet [Ref. 38] and matrix 
properties of a plasma sprayed Ti-6242 panel reported by Blatt [Ref. 45] were used in these 
calculations. The ultimate tensile strength of the composite was somewhat lower than 
expected. Some likely causes for the low strength include fiber degradation during HIP, 
damage to fiber coating during plasma deposition, or poor load transfer from the matrix to 
the fibers due to poor fiber spacing.
Table IV: Monotonic tensile data for SigmaTTi-6242 composite specimens.
Specimen ID Temp
(°C)
Lay-up Modulus
(GPa)
UTS
(MPa)
£f
%
94-003 500 [Oh 162 771 0.60
94-041 500 [0]6 163 893 0.77
94-030 21 [0]6 173 1243 0.76
94-048 21 [Oh 180 1226 0.86
ROM 21 [Oh 178 1464
Baseline isothermal fatigue data, acquired during room temperature and 500°C 
tests, are shown in Figure 23. All tests were tension-tension fatigue, run in load-control 
with a triangular waveform at a stress ratio of 0.1 and a frequency of 0.01 Hz. Six
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baseline fatigue tests were conducted at each temperature. The maximum applied stress for 
each test was chosen as a percentage of the baseline ultimate tensile strength at that 
temperature: 60%, 65%, 72%, 80%, and 90%. The stress ratio was chosen to ensure 
consistency with previous work done on similar titanium matrix composites, and the 
frequency was selected to ensure a uniform loading profile. Information obtained from 
these tests was used to select load levels and interruption points for subsequent fatigue 
tests. The results of the baseline fatigue tests are listed in Table V. Arrows in the table 
indicate the range of fatigue lives of specimens tested at the same maximum applied stress.
S/N CURVES FOR SIGMA/Ti-6242 COMPOSITE 
FREQUENCY=0.01 Hz and R=0.1
Figure 23: Baseline isothermal fatigue curves conducted at room temperature and 500°C. 
(The room temperature curve describes the general trend of the data.).
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Table V: Baseline Fatigue Results.
SPECIMEN MAXIMUM 
STRESS (MPa)
TEMPERATURE
(°C)
CYCLES TO 
FAILURE
94-027 740 21 4194
94-033 800 21 1132 ‘ k
94-031 800 21 1385
94-047 800 21 3822
94-036 800 21 7306 , r
94-034 888 21 4418
94-037 987 21 2640
94-040 1110 21 263
94-008 500 500 >10,000
94-029 540 500 5780 ‘ k
94-006 540 500 6042 r
94-004 600 500 3657
95-005 660 500 2511
95-007 740 500 120
Information obtained from the baseline tests aided in the selection of interruption 
points and load levels for the interrupted fatigue tests. The interruption points relative to 
fatigue lives of baseline specimens tested at the same stress level are shown in Figure 24 
and listed in Table VI.
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INTERRUPTION POINTS FOR ROOM TEMPERATURE AND 
500°C ISOTHERMAL FATIGUE
850
94-032
8 0 0 4-94-028.. A
750
700
94-042
-♦....
tncotucci-<0
650
600
550
500
450
94-038
94-044 •
94-039
•...
• INTERRUPTION POINTS
♦ BASELINE S/N RESULTS (500C)
* BASELINE S/N RESULTS (RT)
2000 4000
94-045• ♦
6000 8000
94-008*
I I L.
10000
1 1 1
CYCLES
Figure 24: Interruption points relative to fatigue lives of baseline specimens tested at the 
same stress level.
Table VI: Interruption points of fatigue specimens tested at the same stress level as some 
baseline specimens that failed after the designated number of fatigue cycles.
SPECIMEN MAX
STRESS
(MPa)
TEMP
(°C)
CYCLES TO 
FAILURE
INTERRUP­
TION POINT
94-031 800 21 1385 N/A
94-033 800 21 1132 N/A
94-036 800 21 7306 N/A
94-047 800 21 3822 N/A
94-028 800 21 N/A 1
94-032 800 21 N/A 955
94-035 800 21 N/A 2237
94-042 800 21 N/A 3168
94-008 500 500 >10,000 N/A
94-006 540 500 6042 N/A
94-029 540 500 5780 N/A
94-044 540 500 N/A 1
94-038 540 500 N/A 1583
93-039 540 500 N/A 3369
94-045 540 500 N/A 5114
CHAPTER V
RESULTS
Correlations between fatigue damage evolution and NDE findings were developed 
during this study. The immersion surface wave technique was particularly successful in 
detecting surface and subsurface cracks in specimens that displayed a reduction in residual 
tensile strength. In addition, in situ longitudinal wave amplitude measurements were 
effective in monitoring damage progression in the Sigma/Ti-6242 composite. Destructive 
analyses verified the presence of fatigue damage in regions containing NDE indications.
5.1 FEASIBILITY OF NONDESTRUCTIVE TECHNIQUES FOR EVALUATING
DAMAGE EVOLUTION AND MATERIAL BEHAVIOR
5.1.1 Reflector Plate Ultrasonic Scanning
Reflector plate C-scans of specimen 94-047 at various points in its fatigue life are 
shown in Figure 25. This room temperature, fatigue-tested specimen was interrupted and 
ultrasonically scanned three times during fatigue cycling (1000 cycles, 1965 cycles, and 
2924 cycles) at a maximum applied stress of 800 MPa. The scans were calibrated such that 
an amplitude of 90% full scale (white in these C-scans) in the color coded scales represents 
the level of ultrasonic transmission in the Ti-6-4 calibration specimen of similar thickness. 
Slight differences in amplitude from one image to the next represent typical variances in the 
calibration process. Regions of attenuation of the ultrasound oriented perpendicular to the 
specimen axis are apparent at all stages of testing and do not appear to change significantly 
during testing. These regions are possibly associated with the plasma spraying operation
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during panel fabrication or localized bunching of fibers along the width of the specimen as 
indicated in Figure 26. Many of the specimens fatigue tested during this study failed 
adjacent to one of these attenuated regions. No other anomalies were evident in the 
reflection plate scans. Reflector plate ultrasonic C-scans of room temperature and 500°C 
specimens, after being isothermally fatigued, are contained in Figures 27 and 28,
0 Cycles
—^Mllllllllllllll --------] x: i-iooo
DATA FILE: 94-047_RP_AT_001 0 255 Y: 1- 148
1000 Cycles
1965 Cycles
DATA FILE: 94-047.RP AI3 001 ; ~j X: 1-1000i............... ............. ”, 255 Y: 1- 149
Failure - 3822 Cycles
Figure 25: Reflector plate C-scans of specimen 94-047 at various points in fatigue life. 
(Actual dimensions of section are 76.2 mm X 11.2 mm.)
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Figure 26: Transverse cross-section through Sigma/Ti-6242 composite specimen 
showing evidence of fiber bunching as indicated by arrows.
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BEi—2- ~ '------Zj X: 1-1000
DATA FILE: 94-028_RP_AT_001 0 255 Y: 1- 150
94-028 1 Cycle
. -------- ) x: 1-1000
DATA FILE: 94-032_RTEMP_RP_AT_001 0 255 Y: 1- 780
94-032 955 Cycles
94-035 2237 Cycles
94-042 3168 Cycles
Figure 27: Reflector plate C-scans of composite specimens after being isothermally 
fatigued at room temperature. (Actual dimensions of section are 76.2 mm X 11.2 mm.) 
Refer to Table VI for additional fatigue test parameters.
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X: 1-1000
94-039 3369 Cycles
94-045 5114 Cycles
94-008 10,000 Cycles
Figure 28: Reflector plate C-scans of composite specimens after being isothermally 
fatigued at 500°C. (Actual dimensions of section are 76.2 mm X 11.2 mm.)
Refer to Table VT for additional fatigue test parameters.
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5.1.2 Immersion Surface Waves
Immersion surface wave scans of room temperature fatigue specimens interrupted 
prior to failure are shown in Figure 29. All scans were calibrated such that the full scale 
amplitudes (red in these C-scans) in the color coded scales represent the level of reflection 
from the polished edge of the Sigma/Ti-6242 calibration block. Attenuation was reduced 
by 12 dB prior to scanning of the actual specimens to increase detection sensitivity. None 
of the specimens showed any evidence of surface or subsurface damage prior to testing.
Cracks formed during room temperature fatigue cycling in specimens 94-035 (2237 
cycles) and 94-042 (3168 cycles) as evidenced by the immersion surface wave scans. The 
500°C interrupted fatigue samples, on the other hand, revealed no signs of significant 
damage after being interrupted as shown in Figure 30. (The indications present in these C- 
scans were caused by the thermocouple weld sites and do not necessarily represent 
damage.) One exception is a 500°C baseline sample tested at a maximum applied stress of 
500 MPa. This particular sample (94-008) was removed from the fatigue fixture after 
exceeding 10,000 cycles due to time constraints. An immersion surface wave scan of this 
sample revealed several surface and subsurface cracks as shown in Figure 31. 
Photomicrographs of the surface-breaking cracks are shown in Figure 32. Table VII 
summarizes the location and length of cracks detected during immersion surface wave 
scanning.
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94-042 3168 Cycles
Figure 29: Immersion surface wave C-scans of room temperature fatigue specimens 
interrupted after the designated number of cycles. (Actual dimensions of section are 50.8 
mm X 8.1 mm.)
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p ■ *
94-039 3369 Cycles
X: i-lm
94-045 5114 Cycles
Figure 30: Immersion surface wave C-scans of 500°C fatigue specimens interrupted after 
the designated number of cycles. The indications present in these C-scans were caused by 
the thermocouple weld sites. (Actual dimensions of section are 76.2 mm X 11.2 mm.)
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Figure 31: An immersion surface wave C-scan of specimen 94-008. Indications caused 
by the thermocouple weld sites are indicated by arrows. (Actual dimensions of section are 
76.2 mm X 11.2 mm.)
Figure 32: Photomicrograph of surface cracks in specimen 94-008. Taken from the area 
indicated in Figure 31.
J
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Table VII: Location and length of cracks detected during immersion surface wave 
scanning (Amplitude of recorded indications was greater than 50% full scale).
SPECIMEN
IDENTIFICA
-TION
CRACK 
LOCATION x 
(mm)
SIDE LENGTH (mm)
SURFACE A SURFACE B
94-035
2237 cycles
FAILURE*>
8.5 E 0.8 -
18.5 O - 0.2
23.75 O - 0.5
30.5 E 0.8 1.1
32.0 O 0.9 -
33.0 O 1.1 -
41.0 O - 0.9
94-042
3168 cycles
FAILURE*>
0 E - 0.6
5.0 E - 1.4
6.0 E 0.9 1.5
7.6 O 0.7 0.9
10.7 O 0.6 1.3
17.5 E 1.1 -
21.0 O - 1.3
24.0 O 0.3 -
31.0 E 0.6 -
37.25 O - 0.1
40.8 O 1.1 -
44.0 E 1.2 -
94-008
10,000 cycles
FAILURE*>
10.75 C 0.7 -
11.0 C 1.2 -
15.5 E 1.3 -
16.5 C 2.4 -
17.25 C 1.7 -
17.5 C 0.3 -
18.0 C 0.9 -
19.0 C 1.4 -
19.5 C 0.3 -
21.0 E - 1.1
27.5 O 1.3 -
37.0 E 1.2 -
*The failure locations indicated represent the residual tension test failure sites.
E = Extensometer Edge 
O = Opposite Edge 
C = Centrally Located
SURFACE A
Key for Table VII indicating locations 
from which the measurements were made.
OPPOSITE SIDE = O
- kX ' k - k
0 25? 50.8
SPECIMEN ID 
NUMBER
19.0 31.7
EXTENSOMETER SIDE = E
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5.1.3 Scanning Acoustic Microscopy
The 100 MHz transducer used during this study produced Rayleigh waves that 
penetrated the composite to a depth of approximately 0.03 mm; however, the outer layer of 
matrix material for this composite measured 0.16 mm. Since the imaging of fibers was 
desirable, longitudinal waves produced by the acoustic microscope were monitored instead. 
Since the full scale amplitude (black in these C-scans) represents high levels of reflection, 
the fibers in the first ply of the gage section appear as dark lines in the C-scans. Fiber 
alignment in the first ply was successfully evaluated for the interrupted specimens using 
this method as shown in Figures 33 and 34. In addition, some possible fiber breaks and 
surface cracks were evident in specimens 94-042 and 94-008.
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DATA FILE: 94-028_SAM_AT_0Dl
94-028 I Cycle
94-035 2237 Cycles
Figure 33: Scanning acoustic microscopy C-scan of room temperature specimens 
interrupted after the designated number of cycles. (Actual dimensions of section are 25.4 
mm X 6 mm.
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94-044 1 Cycle
94-038 1583 Cycles
94-039 3369 Cycles
Figure 34: Scanning acoustic microscopy C-scan of 500°C specimens interrupted after 
the designated number of cycles. The indications present in these C-scans were caused by 
the thermocouple weld sites. (Actual dimensions of section are 25.4 mm X 6 mm.)
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94-045 5114 Cycles
thermocouple
weld site cracks
94-008 10,000 Cycles
Figure 34 (cont’d): Scanning acoustic microscopy C-scan of 500°C specimens 
interrupted after the designated number of cycles. (Actual dimensions of section are 
25.4 mm X 6 mm.)
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5.1.4 Oblique Incidence Shear Waves
Oblique incidence shear wave C-scans of two failed specimens 94-046 (8563 
cycles) and 94-047 (3822 cycles) are shown in Figure 35. Both specimens were tested at 
room temperature with a maximum applied stress of 800 MPa, at frequencies of 1 Hz and 
0.01 Hz, respectively. This technique was somewhat successful in evaluating fiber 
alignment and detecting some surface cracks; however, details were far less apparent than 
those attained with acoustic microscopy. This method failed to identify any changes in the 
fiber-matrix interface during fatigue cycling. The shortcomings of this method may be
attributed to the small diameter of the Sigma fiber (104 jam) used in the composite. Other
studies which have been successful in using this technique typically involved fibers with
larger diameters such as SCS-6 (142 pm). Lower frequency transducers (25 MHz) were
originally used in this thesis; however, since the wavelength of the resulting shear wave 
was larger than the Sigma fiber diameter, good resolution was difficult to attain. As the
transducer frequency was increased to 50 MHz, the wavelength decreased to 92 pm, but
attenuation of the shear wave signal increased which hindered data acquisition. In addition 
to these difficulties, the undulating nature of the fibers made detection and proper gating of 
the ultrasonic signal extremely difficult. Oblique incidence shear wave scans of the 
interrupted specimens prior to the residual tension test are displayed in Figures 36 and 37.
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Figure 35: Oblique incidence shear wave C-scans of two failed specimens 94-046 (8563 
cycles) and 94-047 (3822 cycles) after room temperature fatigue testing.
(Actual dimensions of section are 25.4 mm X 6 mm.)
DATA FILE: 94-028-032_0I.AT.001 0 255
Figure 36: Oblique incidence shear wave C-scans of the interrupted fatigue specimens 
tested at room temperature. (Actual dimensions of section are 25.4 mm X 6 mm.)
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94-044 1 Cycle
94-038 1583 Cycles
94-039 3369 Cycles
94-045 5114 Cycles
Figure 37: Oblique incidence shear wave C-scans of the interrupted fatigue specimens 
tested at 500°C. (Actual dimensions of section are 25.4 mm X 6 mm.)
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5.1.5 In situ Surface Waves
In situ surface wave results were similar to those obtained by MacLellan [Ref. 21]. 
*
A large, initial decrease of the pitch-catch ultrasonic amplitude was typically seen during the 
first several cycles and may be an indication of fiber/matrix debonding. Some specimens 
subsequently displayed an increase in amplitude. This observation was also made by 
MacLellan [Ref. 21], although the actual cause of the observation is still being investigated. 
Following this slight increase, the transmitted amplitude gradually decreased until failure 
occurred. The gradual decrease in the Rayleigh wave amplitude is believed to be due to 
reflection and scattering of the ultrasound from damage developing in the material as cycles 
are applied.
A surface wave amplitude plot for specimen 94-027 is shown in Figure 38. This 
specimen, which was cycled at a maximum applied stress of 740 MPa at room temperature, 
failed after 4191 cycles. An initial decrease of the pitch-catch ultrasonic amplitude did not 
occur during the first few cycles as was previously seen during fatigue testing of other 
composite specimens. However, an increase in amplitude followed by a gradual decrease 
prior to failure did occur. Additional surface wave amplitude plots for room temperature 
specimens are contained in Appendix B.
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Figure 38: In situ ultrasonic pitch catch amplitude vs. fatigue cycles - specimen 94-027. 
The amplitude was normalized with respect to the maximum amplitude recorded during the 
test.
Some difficulties encountered when using this technique may have affected the 
results. First of all, the transmitted surface wave amplitude was extremely sensitive to 
slight movements of the wedges. In addition, a potential for error exists during the manual 
alignment of wedges to maximize the transmitted signal. These practices may have 
contributed to the variability present in the surface wave amplitude plots of specimens 
tested under identical conditions. Developing a standardized alignment and clamping 
fixture and creating a procedure for properly aligning the wedges are recommended for 
future testing to ensure consistency.
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5.1.6 In situ Longitudinal Waves
In situ longitudinal wave results for specimen 94-046 tested at room temperature at 
a frequency of 1 Hz are shown in Figure 39 (note the two Y-axis scales). A comparison 
between changes in longitudinal wave amplitude and modulus (measured using 
extensometer displacement measurements) yielded similar results; however, the normalized 
results show that the modulus decreased by about 3% prior to failure, whereas the 
longitudinal wave amplitude decreased by 17% prior to failure. The longitudinal wave 
amplitude method is clearly more sensitive to property changes and/or damage occurring in 
the material under study. Matrix cracks in the composite are most likely responsible for the 
gradual decrease in the longitudinal wave amplitude during the initial portion of the fatigue 
test; whereas, fiber cracks are most likely the cause of the large decrease prior to failure.
SPECIMEN 94-046: 65% UTS/ROOM TEMP/1 Hz
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Figure 39: In situ longitudinal wave results for specimen 94-046 tested at room 
temperature at a frequency of 1 Hz.
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5.1.7 X-ray Radiography
In a typical radiograph, attenuation of the X-rays is seen as light areas and relatively 
less attenuation is shown as darker areas. Individual fibers can be identified in the 
radiographs; however, it is not possible to differentiate the fibers in one 0° ply from another 
0° ply. Regions of low fiber volume fraction and fiber displacement were easily detected in 
radiographs of these specimens. Additionally, cracks present in the Sigma/Ti-6242 
unidirectional composites were apparent in the radiographs using magnification as shown 
in Figure 40. The cracks were detectable because fiber breaks appeared as gaps in the 
tungsten core. In addition, all fibers were unidirectional which facilitated detection. X-ray 
radiographs of the interrupted specimens are contained in Appendix C.
Figure 40: X-ray radiograph of specimen 94-008 after being exposed to 10,000 fatigue 
cycles at 500°C.
5.1.8 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection (FPI)
Fluorescent penetrant inspection was used to identify surface breaking cracks.
Findings from this technique coincided with the results from immersion surface wave 
scanning, scanning acoustic microscopy, and X-ray radiography. In general, cracks 
approximately one mm in length or larger were detectable using FPI. Photographs of the 
interrupted specimens during fluorescent penetrant inspection are contained in Figure 41.
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94-028
94-032
94-035
94-042
94-038
94-039
94-044
94-045
94-008
Figure 41: Photographs of the interrupted specimens during fluorescent penetrant 
inspection.
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5.1.9 Summary
Table VIII summarizes the findings of the nondestructive evaluation techniques. In 
general, the reflector plate method was successful in identifying density variations within 
the composite. The immersion surface wave technique, on the other hand, succeeded in 
detecting surface and subsurface cracks. Scanning acoustic microscopy, oblique incidence 
shear waves, and X-ray radiography were effective in evaluating fiber alignment and large 
fatigue cracks. Additional scans of the baseline specimens not displayed in this chapter are 
contained in Appendix D.
Table VIII: Summary of defects and damage revealed by nondestructive evaluation.
NDE TECHNIQUE INDICATIONS REVEALED BY 
TECHNIQUE
RELEVANT
SPECIMENS
REFLECTOR PLATE Density variations All
IMMERSION 
SURFACE WAVE
Surface and subsurface fatigue cracks 94-035, 94-042 
94-008
OBLIQUE
INCIDENCE SHEAR 
WAVE
Somewhat successful in evaluating fiber 
alignment
All
SCANNING
ACOUSTIC
MICROSCOPY
Fiber alignment in the outer plies (touching 
or bunched fibers, missing fibers)
All
Surface fatigue cracks 94-042, 94-008
Fiber breaks 94-042
IN SITU SURFACE 
WAVES
Decrease in pitch catch ultrasonic amplitude 
may be indicative of damage developing in 
material
94-027,94-032,
94-035,94-042,
94-047
IN SITU 
LONGITUDINAL 
WAVES
Sensitive to property changes and/or 
damage occurring in the material under 
study
94-046
X-RAY
RADIOGRAPHY
Density variations AU
Displaced fibers 94-030
Fatigue cracks containing cracked fibers 94-035,94-042,
94-008
FLUORESCENT
PENETRANT
INSPECTION
Surface breaking cracks > 1 mm in length 94-035
94-042
94-008
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5.2 CORRELATING OBSERVED DAMAGE WITH RESIDUAL TENSILE
STRENGTH
5.2.1 Interrupted Fatigue Test Data
The load-displacement moduli were recorded and plotted as a function of fatigue 
cycles during each fatigue test. The modulus was calculated using the data obtained from 
the load-displacement curve. Data within the 20% to 80% range of the load-displacement 
curve were used to calculate the elastic modulus. Typically, materials researchers use the 
load-displacement data to determine when damage is developing in the specimen. 
Graphical representation of the load-displacement modulus as a function of fatigue cycles 
for a typical baseline specimen is shown in Figure 42. The majority of the modulus plots 
are characterized by a large initial decrease in modulus (of approximately 5% to 10%)
t
which may be indicative of fiber/matrix debonding in the specimens. A gradual decrease of 
approximately 3% then occurs during the remainder of the test prior to failure.
SIGMA Ti-6242 FATIGUE SPECIMEN #94-033
Figure 42: Graphical representation of the load-displacement modulus as a function of 
fatigue cycles for a typical baseline specimen 94-033 which was tested at a maximum 
applied fatigue stress of 800 MPa at 21 °C. (The curve describes the general trend of data.)
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In general, load-displacement data used for detecting damage were not very 
sensitive to the degradation occurring in this material. The location of the damage is key in 
determining the sensitivity of this method because the contributions of damage located 
outside the boundaries of the extensometer may not be fully incorporated into the 
determination of strain. This observation is important because few cracks form in this 
material prior to failure. If the cracks form outside the extensometer, the modulus may not 
change at all. Figure 43 shows the load-displacement modulus versus fatigue cycles for 
two baseline specimens that failed at different locations. Specimen 94-047, which 
exhibited a large decrease in modulus prior to failure, failed within the region monitored by 
the extensometer. Specimen 94-036, on the other hand, failed outside of this region and 
displayed only slight changes in modulus. Load-displacement modulus plots for 
interrupted fatigue specimens that eventually underwent residual tension tests are shown in 
Figures 44 and 45.
Figure 43: Load-displacement moduli versus fatigue cycles for two baseline specimens 
that failed in different locations. Specimen 94-047 failed within the gage section, whereas, 
specimen 94-036 failed outside this region.
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SIGMAZTI6242 FATIGUE SPECIMENS 
65% UTS/ROOM TEMPERATURE
44: Load-displacement modulus plot for the fatigue specimens tested at a 
maximum applied stress of 800 MPa at 21 °C.
SIGMA/Ti6242 FATIGUE SPECIMENS 
65% UTS/500C
Figure 45: Load-displacement modulus plot for the fatigue specimens tested at a 
maximum applied stress of 540 MPa at 500°C. (Curves represent general trends in data. 
Refer to Appendix E for raw data.)
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5.2.2 Residual Tensile Strength
Table IX lists the room temperature residual tensile strengths and fracture locations
of the interrupted specimens. This information is also shown graphically in Figure 46.
The only specimens showing significant reductions in tensile strength were 94-035 (2237
cycles), 94-042 (3168 cycles), and 94-008 (10,000 cycles). These results correspond well
with the findings of the immersion surface wave scans which revealed the presence of
surface and subsurface cracks in these samples. The reduction in tensile strength does not
appear to be related to the number of cracks detected; rather, crack size seems to be more
indicative of residual tensile strength in this particular composite. Specimens showing no
evidence of surface or subsurface cracking possessed residual tensile strengths comparable
with the baseline values. Engineering stress-strain curves for these specimens are
displayed in Figures 47 and 48.
Residual Tensile Strength of Fatigued 
Sigma/Ti-6242 Composite Specimens
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Figure 46: Residual tensile strengths of the interrupted fatigue specimens. 
(1/2 cycle = baseline, room temperature tension test)
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TABLE IX: Room temperature residual tensile strengths and failure locations of 
interrupted fatigue specimens.
Specimen Fatigue
Stress
(MPa)/
Temp
Fatigue
Cycles
Residual
Tensile
Strength
(MPa)
Meeh.
Measured
Modulus
(GPa)
Strain to 
Failure
(%)
Fracture
Location
(mm)
94-028 800/23°C 1 1317 188 0.87 19.05
94-032 800/23°C 955 1213 180 0.76 33.27
94-035 800/23°C 2237 929 178 0.57 30.99
94-042 800/23°C 3168 960 177 0.55 21.59
94-044 540/500°C 1 1283 190 0.84 29.72
94-038 540/500°C 1583 1263 182 0.80 26.67
94-039 540/500°C 3369 1273 176 0.82 23.37
94-045 540/500°C 5144 1193 186 0.72 11.43
94-008 5OO/5OO°C 10 000 759 183 0.42 16.00
OPPOSITE SIDE = O
SURFACE A
4 k Jk
25? • 50.8
19.0 31.7
SPECIMEN ID 
NUMBER
EXTENSOMETER SIDE = E
Key for Table IX indicating locations from which the measurements were made.
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ROOM TEMPERATURE RESIDUAL TENSION TESTS 
FOR SPECIMENS ISOTHERMALLY FATIGUED AT 23C
STRAIN (mm/mm)
Figure 47: Stress-strain curves of room temperature specimens after being fatigued to the 
designated number of cycles.
ROOM TEMPERATURE RESIDUAL TENSION TESTS 
FOR SPECIMENS ISOTHERMALLY FATIGUED AT 500C
STRAIN (mm/mm)
Figure 48: Room temperature stress-strain curves of composite specimens after being 
fatigued at 500°C to the designated number of cycles.
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5.2.3 Ultrasonic Measurement of Modulus
The shear and longitudinal wave velocities traveling through the material in the [0]
direction were measured prior to the residual tension tests. All measurements were made 
after the specimens were removed from the fatigue fixture, thus, no load was applied 
during this process. This information was used to calculate the theoretical modulus of the 
specimen using equation (1) described in Chapter 1. These values were later compared 
with the mechanically measured moduli obtained during the residual tension tests. A 
window range between 5% and 10% of the load-displacement curve was used to calculate 
the modulus. The shear and longitudinal wave velocities as well as the ultrasonically and 
mechanically measured moduli are listed in Table X.
Table X: Comparison of moduli calculated using ultrasonic and mechanical methods.
Specimen Fatigue
Stress
(MPa)/
Temp
Fatigue
Cycles
Long.
Wave
Velocity
(m/sec)
Shear
Wave
Velocity
(m/sec)
UT
Measured
Modulus
(GPa)
Meeh.
Measured
Modulus
(GPa)
Untested - 0 7370 4580 210 180
94-028 800/23"C 1 7150 4450 198 188
94-032 800/23°C 955 7170 4390 192 180
94-035 800/23°C 2237 6810 4420 187 178
94-042 800/23°C 3168 7300 4190 184 177
94-044 540/500°C 1 7190 4430 199 190
94-038 540/500°C 1583 7290 4450 199 182
94-039 540/500°C 3369 7240 4110 179 176
94-045 540/500°C 5144 7410 4260 192 186
94-008 5OO/5OO°C 10 000 7070 4250 183 183
The ultrasonically determined values were generally 5% higher than the 
mechanically measured moduli. The conditions under which each of the measurements 
were made may explain the differences. No load was applied during the measurement of 
the longitudinal and shear wave velocities. On the other hand, the application of load was 
necessary to measure displacement for the mechanical method even though a window range
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between 5% and 10% of the load displacement curve was used during determination of the 
mechanically measured modulus. Despite these differences, the general trends within each 
group were the same with one exception, specimen 94-038. Due to the excessive 
interference caused by other modes of ultrasonic propagation, determination of longitudinal 
and shear wave velocities was difficult, and errors in measurement may have occurred. 
Alternate frequency transducers are recommended for future work with this material.
In general, the modulus decreased as the number of fatigue cycles increased for the 
room temperature specimens as shown in Figure 49. A slightly different trend was noted 
for the 500°C interrupted fatigue specimens also depicted in Figure 49. As noted 
previously, the general trends between the UT measured moduli and the mechanically 
determined moduli were quite similar. This observations suggests that although the two 
methods yield different values, the UT methods could be used as a screening tool to rank 
specimens on the basis of modulus without applying large loads or displacements.
MODULI OF ISOTHERMALLY FATIGUED SAMPLES 
INTERRUPTED AT THE DESIGNATED NUMBER OF CYCLES
Figure 49: Plot showing ultrasonically measured moduli versus mechanically measured 
moduli for the interrupted fatigue specimens. The moduli were normalized to the room 
temperature, UT modulus of an untested composite specimen.
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5.3 DAMAGE MECHANISMS THAT PRODUCE INDICATIONS DURING
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION 
5.3.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy
The microstructural characteristics of the matrix material as well as defects were 
clearly evident on the fracture surfaces of the fatigue specimens. Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (SEM) revealed lamellar regions distributed throughout the material as shown 
in Figure 50. Equiaxed zones comprised the majority of the matrix material and were 
characterized by smaller grains in the monotape regions and larger grains in the external and 
central Ti-6242 foils as depicted in Figure 51. Fragments of the fiber coating that evidently 
spalled off during processing were apparent on the fracture surfaces of several specimens 
(See Figure 52). In addition, the displaced fiber detected in specimen 94-030 by X-ray 
radiography was visible on the fracture surface after mechanical testing as displayed in 
Figure 53. This fiber contributed to the specimen’s failure by creating a stress 
concentration in this region.
Figure 50: Lamellar regions distributed throughout the Ti-6242 matrix material.
Figure 51: Equiaxed zones detected in the matrix material were characterized by smaller 
grains in the monotape regions and larger grains in the external and central Ti-6242 foils.
Figure 52: Fragments of fiber coating detected on the fracture surfaces of specimen 
94-026 and 94-036.
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Figure 53: Displaced fiber detected on the fracture surface of specimen 94-030.
Scanning Electron Microscopy of the fracture surfaces of baseline specimens 
revealed fatigue cracks that initiated at the fiber/matrix interface and propagated radially 
outward as depicted in Figures 54 through 56. In addition, fatigue cracks emanating from 
the specimen surface towards the interior was observed on the fracture surfaces of several 
specimens. This failure mechanism was detected in both the room temperature and 500°C 
specimens; however, room temperature baseline specimens possessed fewer initiation sites 
and smaller regions of fatigue. Residual stresses at the interface may account for these
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Figure 54: Fatigue striations detected on the fracture surface of specimen 94-036 indicate 
that fatigue initiated at the fiber/matrix interface and propagated radially outward.
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Secondary Electron Image Backscatter Image
Figure 55: Fractograph of specimen 94-029 showing locations of fatigue regions 
surrounding fibers. Additional photographs are contained in subsequent figures.
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Figure 56: SEM examination of fracture surface of specimen 94-029 revealed evidence of 
fatigue that initiated at the fiber/matrix interface and propagated radially outward. Spacing 
between fatigue striations gradually increases as the distance from the origin increases. 
(Refer to Figure 55 for location of this region.)
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differences. These residual stresses result during processing due to the coefficient of 
thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch between the fiber and matrix.
For titanium matrix composites reinforced with SiC fibers, the CTE of the matrix 
(~ 10 X 10'6 / °C) is roughly twice that of the fiber (~ 4.9 X 10'6 / °C) [Ref. 45]. The 
matrix and fibers are subjected to high temperatures and pressures during consolidation. At 
the maximum processing temperature, the fibers and matrix are pressed together into a 
stress-free condition. Once the composite cools, the matrix contracts more than the fibers 
because of the CTE mismatch. The contraction of the matrix around the fiber leads to a 
state of radial compression and circumferential and axial tension in the matrix material 
adjacent to the fiber. The radial compressive stress of the matrix around the fiber is thought 
to be the primary feature providing for the stress transfer between the matrix and fiber. The 
tri-axial state of stress, however, can lead to property degradation during loading [Ref. 45].
The relaxation of residual stresses at high temperatures may explain the absence of 
visible damage in most of the 500°C interrupted fatigue specimens. At 500°C, the residual 
stresses in the matrix surrounding the fibers are reduced. Damage development in the 
composites tested at this temperature may therefore be delayed more than composites tested 
at room temperature.
In all specimens, failure of the matrix surrounding some fibers apparently preceded 
fiber failure and subsequent overload. Fibers near the edges are more susceptible to 
fracture because the stress state favors failure in regions where a matrix crack has reached 
an edge. In addition, cracks provide channels for environmental attack in specimens tested 
at high temperatures. Metallographic analyses of damaged regions were consistent with 
SEM findings as will be discussed in the next section. The remainder of the fracture surface 
was characterized primarily by cleavage (Figure 57) and smaller pockets of tensile overload 
as distinguished by the “cup and cone” morphology (Figure 58).
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Figure 57: Typical appearance of cleavage detected on the fracture surfaces of 
Sigma/Ti-6242 composite specimens.
Figure 58: Typical tensile overload region characterized by the “cup and cone” structure.
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5.3.2 Metallography
Metallographic analysis of damaged regions identified by NDE revealed transverse 
cracks that emanated from the fiber/matrix interface of specimen 94-029 as shown in Figure 
59. These findings are consistent with the results of scanning electron microscopy. Figure 
60 contains a photomicrograph of a trough left behind by a dislodged fiber during 
mechanical polishing. Comparison of this specimen (94-029) with as-received specimens 
prepared using similar methods revealed that the damage evident in the photograph is the 
result of fatigue damage and not metallographic preparation. The cracked condition of the 
fiber coating after fatigue testing indicates that the coating is extremely brittle. Some of the 
cracks in this region propagated beyond the coating into the matrix material suggesting that 
failure of this interface is the precursor of fatigue cracking.
Figure 59: Transverse cracks emanating from the fiber/matrix interface of specimen 
94-029.
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Figure 60: Trough left behind by a dislodged fiber during mechanical polishing of 
specimen 94-029.
5.3.3 Destructive Analysis of Interrupted Specimens After Residual Tension Tests
To verify damage detected during nondestructive evaluations, scanning electron
microscopy and metallography were used to evaluate all interrupted specimens after the 
residual tension tests. The results of the evaluations are summarized in Table XI. Little, if 
any, evidence of fatigue crack damage was detected on the fracture surfaces of specimens 
that possessed a residual tensile strength near 100%: 94-028 (1 cycle, RT), 94-032 (955 
cycles, RT), 94-044 (1 cycle, 500°C), 94-038 (1583 cycles, 500°C), and 94-039 (3369 
cycles, 500°C). Minimal fatigue crack damage was observed near the fiber/matrix interface 
of specimen 94-045 (5114 cycles, 500°C) which displayed a slight decrease in tensile 
strength. On the other hand, significant fatigue crack damage was detected on the fracture 
surfaces of specimens that displayed a reduction in tensile strength after fatigue: 94-035 
(2237 cycles, RT), 94-042 (3168 cycles, RT), and 94-008 (10,000 cycles, 500°C, 500 
MPa). Most of the visible fatigue crack damage was located near the outer surface of the 
specimens as depicted in Figures 61 through 63; however, fatigue crack damage at the 
fiber/matrix interface was also present. These findings correspond well with the NDE 
results as well as the residual tension tests.
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Table XI: Summary of scanning electron microscopy and metallography findings during 
evaluation of interrupted specimens after the residual tension tests.
Specimen
ID
Fatigue
Stress
(MPa)/
Temp
Fatigue
Cycles
Scanning
Electron
Microscopy
Findings
Metallo­
graphical
Analysis
Surface
Examined
94-028 800/23°C 1 No damage No cracks B
94-032 800/23"C 955 No damage No cracks A
94-035 800/23°C 2237 Fatigue crack 
damage
No cracks B
94-042 800/23°C 3168 Fatigue crack 
damage
2 cracks A
94-044 540/500°C 1 No damage N/A
94-038 540/500°C 1583 No damage N/A
94-039 540/500°C 3369 No damage No cracks A
94-045 540/500°C 5144 Minimal fatigue 
crack damage
No cracks A
94-008 5OO/5OO°C 10 000 Fatigue crack 
damage
1 crack B
Figure 61: Fatigue striations detected on the fracture surface of specimen 94-035. 
Spacing between fatigue striations gradually increases as the distance from the origin 
increases.
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Figure 62: Fatigue striations detected on the fracture surface of specimen 94-042. 
Spacing between fatigue striations gradually increases as the distance from the origin 
increases.
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Figure 63: Fatigue striations detected on the fracture surface of specimen 94-008. 
Spacing between fatigue striations gradually increases as the distance from the origin 
increases.
A small section measuring approximately 10 mm in length was cut from some of 
the interrupted specimens for metallurgical evaluation following the residual tension tests. 
Each composite piece contained the fracture surface from the portion of the specimen 
closest to the numbered end (refer to Table IX diagram). The surface of each specimen 
(either A or B as indicated in Table XI) was polished to reveal the first layer of fibers. 
Metallographic analysis of these planar cross-sections revealed cracks located primarily 
near the edges of specimens 94-008 (10,000 cycles, 500°C) and 94-042 (3168 cycles, 
21°C) as illustrated in Figure 64. Specimen 94-008 contained a crack measuring 1 mm in 
length located approximately 3 mm from the fracture surface. Specimen 94-042 contained 
two cracks. One of the cracks was located approximately 3 mm from the fracture surface 
and measured 0.2 mm in length. The other crack measured 0.7 mm in length and was 
positioned on the opposite edge of the specimen approximately 9 mm from the fracture 
surface. Crack initiation in both specimens appears to have occurred at the fiber/matrix 
interface. No cracks were detected in the cross-sections of the other specimens examined. 
These findings correspond well with the information obtained during immersion surface 
wave scanning prior to the residual tension tests (Table VII, page 49).
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9 mm
0.7 mm crack
Fracture Surface
Diamond Saw Cut
ISPECIMEN 94-008
Fracture Surface
Side A
\ 7
Diamond Saw Cut
SPECIMEN 94-042
3 mm
\
0.2 mm crack
Figure 64: Illustrations showing approximate location of fatigue cracks detected during
metallographic analysis of specimens 94-008 and 94-042.
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5.4 Summary
The immersion surface wave technique proved to be the one of the most promising 
methods for correlating fatigue crack damage with the residual tensile strength for this 
composite. The only interrupted specimens showing significant reductions in tensile 
strength were those found to contain surface or subsurface cracks during scanning. Other 
NDE techniques were useful in evaluating fiber alignment and detecting some favorably 
oriented cracks; however, each method had its own limitations when applied to this 
material. Since fatigue crack damage typically developed at the fiber-matrix interface of 
fibers located near an edge or exterior ply, immersion surface wave scanning was an ideal 
NDE technique for this particular composite. Different modes of failure in other composite 
systems may dictate the use of the other NDE methods to detect damage.
Crack length measurements made from immersion surface wave C-scans were 
compared with information obtained during mechanical testing. The reduction in tensile 
strength does not appear to be related to the number of cracks detected; rather, the total 
length of cracks in the gage section seems to be more indicative of residual tensile strength 
in this composite. Specimens showing no evidence of surface or subsurface cracking 
possessed residual tensile strengths comparable with the baseline values as summarized in 
Figure 65 for specimen 94-032. Specimens 94-035 (2237 cycles, 23°C), 94-042 (3168 
cycles, 23°C), and 94-008 (10,000 cycles, 500°C) displayed reductions in the ultimate 
tensile strength of 25%, 22%, and 39%, respectively. The total number and length of 
cracks detected in these specimens are summarized in Figures 66 through 68.
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SPECIMEN 94-032*
MECHANICAL TEST INFORMATION
MAXIMUM APPLIED FATIGUE STRESS 800 MPa
FATIGUE TEMPERATURE 23°C
FATIGUE CYCLES 955
RESIDUAL TENSILE STRENGTH 1213 MPa
% REDUCTION IN UTS 2%
STRAIN TO FAILURE (ef) 0.76 %
IMMERSION SURFACE WAVE C-SCAN
5 < I.
: Mt * ‘ .
NUMBER OF CRACKS DETECTED IN SPECIMEN USING 
VARIOUS NDE TECHNIQUES
NDE TECHNIQUE No. of Cracks in
Gage Section Only 
(Central 25.4 mm)
No. of Cracks in 
Gage Section + 
Surrounding Area 
(Central 50.8 mm)
IMMERSION SURFACE WAVE
SCANNING (SIDES A + B)
0 0
SCANNING ACOUSTIC
MICROSCOPY (SIDE A ONLY)
0 0
FLUORESCENT PENETRANT 
INSPECTION (SIDES A + B)
0 0
X-RAY RADIOGRAPHY 0 0
Z CRACK LENGTHS MEASURED USING IMMERSION SURFACE 
WAVE SCANNING RESULTS
Z Crack Lengths in Gage Section Only 
(Central 25.4 mm)
Z Crack Lengths in Gage Section + 
Surrounding Area (Central 50.8 mm)
0 0
*Results for this specimen are representative of the findings for other specimens which did 
not display a reduction in the residual tensile strength.
Figure 65: Summary of damage detected in specimen #94-032.
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SPECIMEN 94-035
MECHANICAL TEST INFORMATION
MAXIMUM APPLIED FATIGUE STRESS 800 MPa
FATIGUE TEMPERATURE 23°C
FATIGUE CYCLES 2237
RESIDUAL TENSILE STRENGTH 929 MPa
% REDUCTION IN UTS 25 %
STRAIN TO FAILURE (ef) 0.57 %
IMMERSION SURFACE WAVE C-SCAN
t < * Q @ <4
J "I . " ; P 1 F
6 ©
NUMBER OF CRACKS DETECTED IN SPECIMEN USING 
VARIOUS NDE TECHNIQUES
NDE TECHNIQUE No. of Cracks in
Gage Section Only 
(Central 25.4 mm)
No. of Cracks in 
Gage Section + 
Surrounding Area 
(Central 50.8 mm)
IMMERSION SURFACE WAVE
SCANNING (SIDES A + B)
5 7
SCANNING ACOUSTIC
MICROSCOPY (SIDE A ONLY)
0 >0
FLUORESCENT PENETRANT
INSPECTION (SIDES A + B)
2 4
X-RAY RADIOGRAPHY 1 2
Z CRACK LENGTHS MEASURED USING IMMERSION SURFACE 
WAVE SCANNING RESULTS
Gage Section Only 
(Central 25.4 mm)
Gage Section + 
Surrounding Area 
(Central 50.8 mm)
Z Crack Lengths 4.6 mm 6.3 mm
Longest Crack (Side A + Side B) 1.9 mm 1.9 mm
Figure 66: Summary of damage detected in specimen #94-035.
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SPECIMEN 94-042
MECHANICAL TEST INFORMATION
MAXIMUM APPLIED FATIGUE STRESS 800 MPa
FATIGUE TEMPERATURE 23°C
FATIGUE CYCLES 3168
RESIDUAL TENSILE STRENGTH 960 MPa
% REDUCTION IN UTS 22%
STRAIN TO FAILURE (ef) 0.55%
IMMERSION SURFACE WAVE C-SCAN
i'i
S
NUMBER OF CRACKS DETECTED IN SPECIMEN USING 
VARIOUS NDE TECHNIQUES
NDE TECHNIQUE No. of Cracks in
Gage Section Only 
(Central 25.4 mm)
No. of Cracks in 
Gage Section + 
Surrounding Area 
(Central 50.8 mm)
IMMERSION SURFACE WAVE 
SCANNING (SIDES A + B)
5 12
SCANNING ACOUSTIC 
MICROSCOPY (SIDE A ONLY)
2 >2
FLUORESCENT PENETRANT 
INSPECTION (SIDES A + B)
2 9
X-RAY RADIOGRAPHY 1 5
Z CRACK LENGTHS MEASURED USING IMMERSION SURFACE 
WAVE SCANNING RESULTS
Gage Section Only 
(Central 25.4 mm)
Gage Section + 
Surrounding Area 
(Central 50.8 mm)
Z Crack Lengths 3.4 mm 13.6 mm
Longest Crack (Side A + Side B) 1.3 mm 2.4 mm
Figure 67: Summary of damage detected in specimen #94-042.
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SPECIMEN 94-008
MECHANICAL TEST INFORMATION
MAXIMUM APPLIED FATIGUE STRESS 500 MPa
FATIGUE TEMPERATURE 500°C
FATIGUE CYCLES 10,000
RESIDUAL TENSILE STRENGTH 759 MPa
% REDUCTION IN UTS* 39%
STRAIN TO FAILURE (ef) 0.42%
IMMERSION SURFACE WAVE C-SCAN
NUMBER OF CRACKS DETECTED IN SPECIMEN USING 
VARIOUS NDE TECHNIQUES
NDE TECHNIQUE No. of Cracks in
Gage Section Only 
(Central 25.4 mm)
No. of Cracks in 
Gage Section + 
Surrounding Area 
(Central 50.8 mm)
IMMERSION SURFACE WAVE
SCANNING (SIDES A + B)
10 12
SCANNING ACOUSTIC
MICROSCOPY (SIDE A ONLY)
10 > 10
FLUORESCENT PENETRANT
INSPECTION (SIDES A + B)
5 6
X-RAY RADIOGRAPHY 5 5
Z CRACK LENGTHS MEASURED USING IMMERSION SURFACE 
WAVE SCANNING RESULTS
Gage Section Only 
(Central 25.4 mm)
Gage Section + 
Surrounding Area 
(Central 50.8 mm)
I Crack Lengths 11.9 mm 13.8 mm
Longest Crack (Side A + Side B) 2.4 mm 2.4 mm
*Since the residual tensile strength was measured at room temperature, the percent 
reduction in ultimate tensile strength was determined using the room temperature data.
Figure 68: Summary of damage detected in specimen #94-008.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY & RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Summary and Conclusions
The usefulness of ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation to assess fatigue crack 
damage in a six ply, unidirectional Sigma-1240 SiC/Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo composite has 
been demonstrated through correlation of immersion and in situ ultrasonic data with 
residual tensile strength. This study was conducted because correlations between damage, 
as it evolves under simulated service conditions, and the results from nondestructive 
evaluations are necessary to produce successful life prediction methodologies.
Of the eight NDE methods evaluated, immersion surface wave scanning best 
correlated fatigue damage with the residual tensile strength for this particular composite. 
The only interrupted specimens showing significant reductions in tensile strength were 
those found to contain surface or subsurface cracks during scanning. However, acoustic 
microscopy, oblique incidence shear wave, and X-ray radiography techniques also proved 
to be extremely useful in evaluating fiber displacement and locating favorably oriented 
cracks. Although reflection plate inspection was unsuccessful in identifying fatigue crack 
damage, slight variations in material density, possibly due to processing, were detected 
prior to testing. The in situ longitudinal wave method was more sensitive to property 
changes and/or damage occurring in the material than the mechanically measured modulus. 
The in situ surface wave technique, on the other hand, was less successful in detecting
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damage in this particular composite when compared to work conducted previously on SCS- 
6/Beta 21-S metal matrix composites [Ref. 21]. Different modes of failure in the two 
composite systems may explain the in situ surface wave results.
Scanning electron microscopy and metallography were useful for verifying fatigue 
damage detected using the NDE methods. Little, if any, fatigue crack damage was detected 
on the fracture surfaces of specimens that possessed a residual tensile strength near 100% 
UTS. On the other hand, significant fatigue damage was detected on the fracture surfaces 
of specimens that displayed a reduction in tensile strength after fatigue.
Information obtained from nondestructive evaluations augmented the mechanical 
test data and facilitated early detection of damage. This work demonstrated that these 
findings can be used for developing quantitative correlations between nondestructive 
evaluation findings and material behavior of metal matrix composites.
6.2 Recommendations
The following recommendations are based on the work performed during this 
study. They encompass the areas of composites, nondestructive evaluation, fatigue testing, 
test procedures, and future work:
• Investigate the initiation and progression of fatigue crack damage in composites with
alternate lay-ups to determine differences and similarities in the correlation of NDE 
findings and residual tensile strength.
• Monitor surface acoustic waves during scanning acoustic microscopy using a
composite with a thinner surface layer of matrix material.
• Develop calibration standards for scanning acoustic microscopy and oblique incidence
shear wave scanning to ensure consistency from one scan to the next.
• Design an alignment fixture for the ultrasonic transducers to promote consistency in the
positioning of the wedges during in situ surface wave monitoring.
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• Automate the in situ procedure into the MATE software system to record the ultrasonic
signal changes during mechanical testing.
• Develop appropriate equipment to monitor in situ surface and longitudinal waves
during high temperature fatigue testing.
• Conduct additional fatigue tests to monitor the longitudinal waves traveling the length
of the specimen. Alternate the frequency of the transducers to determine if the 
response of the ultrasonic signal changes.
• Vary the frequency of transducers used to measure the shear and longitudinal wave
velocities traveling through the material in the [0] direction. Excessive interference 
caused by other modes of ultrasonic propagation may be reduced or eliminated.
• Use a fatigue test frame equipped with a servohydraulic load actuator, as opposed to the
pneumatic ram, to ensure a smoother load profile and allow testing at higher fatigue 
frequencies.
• Monitor fatigue crack dimensions during interrupted fatigue testing using acid cellulose
tape for surface replication.
• Investigate the initiation and progression of damage in composites during
thermomechanical fatigue to determine differences and similarities in the correlation 
of NDE findings and residual tensile strength.
• Increase the maximum applied stress or interrupt the specimens after a greater number
of cycles during 500°C fatigue testing to increase the likelihood of damage 
development in the material.
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APPENDIX A
NDE RESULTS FOR SPECIMENS IN AS-RECEIVED CONDITION
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Figure 69: Reflector plate C-scans of 21°C interrupted fatigue specimens in the
as-received condition. Typical C-scans of the calibration block are shown.
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Figure 70: Reflector plate C-scans of 500°C interrupted fatigue specimens in the
as-received condition.
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Figure 71: Reflector plate C-scans of baseline fatigue specimens in the as-received
condition.
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Figure 72: Immersion surface wave C-scans of 21°C interrupted fatigue specimens in the
as-received condition. Typical C-scans of the calibration block are shown.
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Figure 73: Immersion surface wave C-scans of 500°C interrupted fatigue specimens in
the as-received condition.
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Figure 74: Immersion surface wave C-scans of baseline fatigue specimens in the
as-received condition.
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Figure 75: Scanning acoustic microscopy C-scans of 21°C interrupted fatigue specimens 
in the as-received condition.
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Figure 76: Scanning acoustic microscopy C-scans of 500”C interrupted fatigue 
specimens in the as-received condition.
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Figure 77: Scanning acoustic microscopy C-scans of baseline fatigue specimens in the
as-received condition.
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Figure 78: Oblique incidence shear wave C-scans of 21 °C interrupted fatigue specimens
in the as-received condition.
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Figure 79: Oblique incidence shear wave C-scans of 500°C interrupted fatigue specimens
in the as-received condition.
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Figure 80: Oblique incidence shear wave C-scans of baseline fatigue specimens in the as- 
received condition.
APPENDIX B
SURFACE WAVE AMPLITUDE PLOTS FOR 
ROOM TEMPERATURE SPECIMENS
Surface wave amplitude plot for specimen 94-047 is shown in Figure 81. This 
specimen, which was cycled at a maximum applied stress of 800 MPa at room temperature, 
was interrupted several times and removed from the fatigue fixture for immersion scanning. 
The plot shows that the ultrasound pitch catch amplitude starts to decrease as cycles 
increased in the material. After performing the immersion scans, reinstalling the specimen 
into the fatigue test frame, and remounting the transducers, the ultrasonic amplitude 
significantly increases. This increase may be due to changes in the alignment of the 
transducers to obtain maximum pitch-catch amplitude during remounting. The orientation 
of the transducers may differ from the original orientation, thus, the path of the surface 
waves is changed. Another likely cause is the possibility that water might have filled the 
cracks in the sample during immersion scanning. In addition, new couplant applied during 
remounting of the wedges may have allowed the ultrasonic energy to be transferred to the 
material more efficiently [Ref. 21].
No visible damage was discovered on specimen 94-047 until approximately 2000 
cycles when a small edge crack was detected by immersion surface wave scanning. Since 
this crack was not visible during the previous scan at 1000 cycles, it grew to a detectable 
level between 1000 and 2000 cycles. The surface wave amplitude plot indicates a gradual 
decrease in signal amplitude beginning at approximately 10 cycles. This decrease may be 
indicative of damage not detectable by the immersion NDE techniques.
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Figure 81: In situ ultrasonic pitch catch amplitude vs. fatigue cycles for specimens
94-047 (top) and 94-032 (bottom).
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SPECIMEN 94-035 DURING ISOTHERMAL FATIGUE
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Figure 82: In situ ultrasonic pitch catch amplitude vs. fatigue cycles for specimens
94-035 (top) and 94-042 (bottom).
APPENDIX C
X-RAY RADIOGRAPHY AND FPI OF INTERRUPTED SPECIMENS
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Figure 83: X-ray radiographs of interrupted fatigue specimens tested at 21°C prior to
residual tension tests.
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Figure 84: X-ray radiographs of interrupted fatigue specimens tested at 500°C prior to
residual tension tests.
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Figure 85: Photographs of the back surface (surface B) of the interrupted specimens 
during fluorescent penetrant inspection.
APPENDIX D
ULTRASONIC C-SCANS OF FATIGUE SPECIMENS AFTER TESTING
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Figure 86: Reflector plate C-scans of baseline specimens before and after fatigue testing.
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Figure 87: Immersion surface wave C-scans of baseline specimens after fatigue testing
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Figure 88: Immersion surface wave C-scans of specimen 94-047 at various points in its 
fatigue life.
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Figure 89: Immersion surface wave C-scans of the back surface (surface B) of the 21°C
interrupted fatigue specimens.
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Figure 90: Immersion surface wave C-scans of the back surface (surface B) of the 500°C
interrupted fatigue specimens.
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Figure 91: Scanning acoustic microscopy C-scans of baseline fatigue specimens after 
failure.
APPENDIX E
LOAD-DISPLACEMENT MODULUS PLOTS FOR FATIGUE 
SPECIMENS TESTED AT 500 C
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Figure 92: Load-displacement modulus plots for specimens 94-006.
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Figure 93: Load-displacement modulus plots for specimens 94-029 (top) and 
94-038 (bottom).
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Figure 94: Load-displacement modulus plot for specimen 94-039 (top) and 
94-045 (bottom).
APPENDIX F
MACROPHOTOGRAPHS OF INTERRUPTED FATIGUE SPECIMENS 
AFTER RESIDUAL TENSION TESTS
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Figure 95: Macrophotographs of interrupted fatigue specimens after residual tension 
tests.
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